Man it
feels good
to be back in
costume!

Let’s
hit the streets!
Fight some crime!
Kick some…

Hold your horses there, tough guy. I
know the snug fit of spandex gets
you all wound up, but we do
have a plan here.

That’s what
I meant. Let’s
get on with
the plan.

I’ll leave you two to your
spandex-clad fun. If we’re going
to pull this crazy scheme off,
Horus is going to need my
help.
Ok,
sis. You two
be careful. We’ll
let you know what
we find.

You
too. And
try not to get
ambushed this
time.
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It’s
good to have
you back in action. You
look a whole lot better
in this suit than you do
sitting around in your
boxers eating ice
cream.

Um,
thanks. That’s
a compliment,
right?

It
sure sounded
like one didn’t it?
I’ll have to be more
careful next
time.

When were we ever
careful about
anything?
Good
point. Hopefully
this time we’ve thought
things through just a
little more.

I don’t know. Not
over-thinking
things is
sometimes a
good idea.

Anyway. You
should, um, call
your friend now,
huh?

Yeah!
Uh, definitely.
I’ll dig up his
number.

Where did
you meet this hero
anyway? You’ve been
kind of vague
about that.
We were…
well…we were
in a class
together.
What
class? Some
martial arts
thing?

Not exactly. It was a
“sensitivity training seminar.”
Part of my probation for the
whole jury duty thing.

We both
supposedly have
“poor impulse
control.”

Just what this
team needs,
I’m sure.

We went over this. We have to get into Crey now
before they get suspicious about me calling in
sick two days in a row. They need to track down
the origin of those 5th Column attack
flyers before they switch bases
on us.

Hey.

They’re about to head out
and meet Apex’s new friend. Are you
about ready for our part of the plan?
Obviously not - why’re you still in
your costume?

But
they’re
taking such a
big risk for
me…

Maybe I should
go with them?
It’s going to be
dangerous.

We’re
all taking big
risks here - and in case
you’d forgotten, you’re
taking the biggest risk
of all.

Now come on,
where’s that suit
I bought you?

It’s in the closet. It’s
very nice by the way.
Thanks for picking it
out for me.

It’s
not just your
wardrobe that could
use a woman’s touch. This
whole place is more like
a garage than an
apartment.

Once we get all your
memories back, maybe
I can help you
redecorate.

Sure.
Sure, that’d
be great.

Could
you turn around
while I take the rest
off? And you should
shield your eyes.

I’m
glowing pretty
bright these days. I’m
not sure why…

Don’t
worry, Horus.
We’ll figure this out.
Everything we need is at
the Crey building.

Later, at Crey
Trust me.
It’s rush hour. They’re
just going to be looking
at the x-ray machine to
make sure you don’t have
any hidden electronics
on you.

I’ve
activated the implant I
took out of your arm. Assuming I
did this right, they should think I’m
you. Unless of course they look
at me.

As long
as they haven’t
canceled my
security pass,
you’ll be
fine.

You’re sure they
won’t notice I’m not
an attractive young
woman?

Great.

Just make sure you do
something about the earpiece
before you go through the
scanners.

Don’t worry;
I’ve got it all
figured out.

Is he
supposed
to be doing
that?

Huh?

What’re
you talking
about?

Nothing I guess. I
thought I saw a hero
flying just outside
the window.

They
do that
sometimes.
Buzz around
like flies,
trying to
show off.

Oh, ok. Sorry.

Ok,
I’m in.

Good
job. Head to the
elevators on your right. The
memory enhancement lab is on
the eleventh floor.

Remember, with that implant in, they can
monitor your every move in the building.
They think you’re me, and I’m not allowed
into those labs, so you won’t have much
time once you’re in there.

I
know. I’ll
be quick.

Independence port

So,
Apex, I took this
circuit board your friends
pulled out of the wreckage from
that 5th Column flyer to a
contact of mine.

Was
the GPS
thingy still
intact?

It wasn’t.

Shoot!

But…
he was able to
restore its memory
card.
What does
that mean?

Better news
than we could’ve
hoped.
It
means
he traced the
flyer’s movements
in the ten minutes
before it attacked
you. We have a
fix on their
base.

Awesome! Time
for some action finally. Let’s get
going.

What about
Horus? Isn’t
he coming
too?

He’s following
up on another
lead. Just the
four of us on
this one.

Just the four of
us, attacking a 5th
Column base?

With no
backup?

I’m in.

Ok then, follow
me!
Is it
nearby?

Yep. That’s
why I wanted
to meet you
here.

Have
you guys ever
raided one of these
underground 5th C.
bases?

This
whole city is
undercut with tunnels
and caves, as I’m sure
you know all too
well.

Haven’t had
the pleasure.

Nope.

The 5th
Column takes
advantage of
that.

“They take existing
cave formations and
then just add in prefabricated base parts
- computers, defense
systems, armories, etc.”

“I’m told they
can set up a fully
operational base
in just a few
days. ”

“And they can
disassemble it
even faster.”

I’m
sure it WAS
the place. Only
way to know if it
still is, is to go
inside.

You’re
sure this is
the place?

All
of which is my way
of saying, we’ve got to
be careful. Who knows what
we’ll find down there. Maybe
nothing. Maybe a cave full
of angry fascists.

Well then,
in we go.

You’re positive
this isn’t a Circle
of Thorns cave?

Or
The Lost
maybe?

How long
will these
last?

They’ll
hear you.

That’s them.
Wait a sec and
I’ll create a little
protection for
all of us.

Sweet.

Long enough
to take out this
group. You
ready?

Intruders!

Sound the
Alarm!

Stop them before
they alert the whole
base!

I think we got them
before they could set
off the alarm.
Then we’d better
keep moving, while
surprise is still
on our side.

You
work on
Eleven too? I
haven’t seen you
around.

I’m sorry,
what’d you
say?
You
work on
eleven?

Nope. Got
called up for
some meeting.
They want to ask me
some questions.

Oh…
um…ok. Good
luck with that.
Some sort
of memory
enhancement thing.
Ever heard of
it?

Yeah,
of course.
I…uh…like I said.
Good luck with
that.

It sounds like this memory
enhancer has quite the nasty rep
around the office. He must think
you’re in trouble.

I
thought you
were going to
eleven?

I, um, forgot I had
a meeting. See you
around.
If you’re
lucky…

This machine
sounds pretty
grim.

Ok, I’m headed towards
the labs. But there’s a
guard at the door.

It’s
not too late to
back out. We can find
another way.

He’ll
just scan your
implant. I made an
appointment to see one of the
scientists in that wing, so you’ll
be fine. You won’t be where
you shouldn’t be until you
enter the lab.

There’s no time.
Everyone else seems to
know my secret origin.
I might as well
know, too.

It says here
Sally Barrera.

Name?
Barrera.

Sally? Yer
name’s Sally?

Hold on.

Say
it’s short
for Salvatore.
Salvatore!

It’s
short for
Salvador. Like
El Salvador. My
mom’s from
there.

Yep. That’s me.

Uhhuh. Lemme
just make a
quick call.

Listen man, I’m already late.
I’ve got an appointment with
some memory enhancement lab. I
don’t even know what it’s about,
but I’m already in enough
trouble.

The
M.E. lab?
Oh.

Well, go
on in. Wouldn’t
want you to be
late for that.

It
should be the
next right and then the
doorway at the end of
the hall.

Now comes
the tough
part.

Remember, these are
Crey Scientists. They’re
trained for more than just,
you know, science and
stuff. They can be
dangerous.

But
they’re
certainly not
expecting
this.

I know,
I know.

Hello Gentlemen!

I’m here
for my
appointment.

This is the old baby,
eh? Looks very nice. Shall
we give it a little twirl,
see what comes up?

Who
are you?
You’re not cleared
to be here!

What’s the problem, guys? Can’t we just work
together? Why all this inter-departmental
hostility? Just because I’m from legal,
that’s no reason to…

Call
security.

Now.
You’ve got 30
seconds to tell
me how to work the
memory enhancer.

No calls.

Feel free
to talk fast;
I’m a quick
study.

You’re not putting
me on that
thing!

It’s
not for you.
It’s for me.

Now talk!

Did
you figure
it out?
I
think so. It’s
on a timer - should
start in fifteen
seconds.

Good
luck…

Wish me
luck.

I think they know
that we’re here
now.

Keep
pressing
forward!

They’re
about to
break!

This isn’t as
hard as I thought
it’d be.
The
more the
merrier!

It’s
only
incredibly
hard.
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We
need to find a
link to the 5th Column
mainframe. Then I’ll use this
disk Horus gave me to crack
their system.

Shhhh.
I hear
something up
there.
How big
do you think
this place
is?

Metal on
metal footsteps,
I think.

Nothing
like that in
here. We need
to go

Great.
More
robots.
I’ve
heard some
of them go
for miles.

Ok,
as soon
as its back
is turned, we
rush it.

I
guess we
finally found where
those flyers came
from.

And just
hope those
flyers aren’t
active?

I
hope all
of those aren’t
active.
Basically,
yes.

Sounds
like a plan.

You guys
aren’t going
anywhere.

Did
you guys hear
something up
there?

You ok?

We
need to
help the other
guys!

Your
turn now,
pretty
one.

Your mind
screams out for
vengeance…

But all you’ll
find here is pain
and sorrow.

Take them to the
holding cells. I’ll see
to them once I make
sure my little ones
are recovered.

Yes sir.

What does
it feel
like?
This
is just the warm
up stage. It feels like
a sinus headache. It’s
mapping my brain.

Ok.v It’s
starting to
work. I see…I
see stars.

Stars?
Like in the
sky?

To be Continued...

